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Police find 41 
migrants alive in 
refrigerator 
truck in Greece
November 05, 2019

Police find 41 migrants alive in refrigerator truck in Greece
Greek police found 41 migrants hiding in a refrigerated truck during a routine check on a 
motorway in northern Greece on Monday (November 4), police officials said.

1-1. Greek police have found migrants                                                                                                     
1-2. during a routine check                                                                                                                         

2. The 41 migrants found inside                                                                                                                

3-1. The discovery comes                                                                                                                                
3-2. after 39 bodies were discovered                                                                                                         

4-1. All believed                                                                                                                                        
4-2. two people have been charged in Britain                                                                                               

5. The refrigeration system in the truck where the migrants were found in northern Greece                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

6. And while none of the migrants were injured,                                                                                        

7. The driver                                                                                                                                               

8-1. Greece is currently struggling                                                                                                            
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
8-2. since                                                                                                                                                    

9-1. Most of them are reaching Greek Aegean islands                                                                              
9-2. but a large number also come overland,                                                                                              
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

10-1. Road accidents, mainly in northern Greece,                                                                                    
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
10-2. have become                                                                                                                                     

11. Police have arrested dozens of people                                                                                                       
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[Vocabulary]
◻migrant: someone who travels to another place or country in order to work; someone who goes 
to a new country because living conditions or opportunities for jobs are not good in their own 
country. This word is used by governments to show that a person is not considered a refugee 
(=someone who has been forced to leave their country for political reasons). 
・The cities are full of migrants looking for work.

・The government divides asylum-seekers into economic migrants and genuine refugees.

◻refrigerate: to keep food or drinks cold by putting them in a refrigerator
・foods that should be refrigerated

◻refrigerated truck: a lorry which is chilled in the back, as for storing food
◻routine: usual and not done for any special reason 
・a routine check/task/operation

・I had started a routine day when an explosion shook the building. 

◻motorway: a superhighway; a very wide road where you can drive fast between cities
・Ministers have talked about the benefits of rail freight as a means of cutting motorway traffic.

◻Afghan: a native or inhabitant of Afghanistan
◻charge: to accuse someone officially of committing a crime 
・Two men have been charged in connection with the fire.

・He was charged with drinking and driving. 

◻refrigeration: Refrigeration is a process which cools a closed space by removing heat from it 
◻refrigeration system: a cooling system for chilling or freezing (usually for preservative purposes)
◻turn on:  to enable, connect, or start the function of something
・Can I turn on the radio? 

・Could you turn on the light so I can see? 

◻medical assistance: an allied health professional who supports the work of physicians and other 
health professionals, usually in a clinic setting
◻struggle: to try hard to do something that you find very difficult 
・He struggled a little at first, but he reads well now.

・They’ve had to struggle with the painful process of modernization.

◻resurgence: the start of something again that quickly increases in influence, effect, etc.
・resurgence of repression/terrorism/nationalism

・evidence of a resurgence in spending just before Christmas

◻refugee: someone who leaves their country, especially during a war or other threatening event
・Thousands of refugees have entered the camps along the borders in recent days.

◻migrant crisis: the intense difficulty, trouble, or danger situation in the receiving state 
(destination country) due to the movements of large groups of immigrants (displaced people, 
refugee or asylum seeker) escaping from the conditions (natural or artificially created) which 
negatively affected their situation (security, economic, political or societal) at the country of origin 
(departure). The “crisis” situation is not the refugee numbers (number of migrants seeking 
protection) but the system’s failure to respond in a orderly way in the government’s legal 
obligations.
◻Aegean islands: islands in the Aegean Sea including the Cyclades and the Northern and Southern 
Sporades 
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◻overland: on land instead of by boat or airplane
・They traveled overland to Greece.

◻cross: if things such as roads or lines cross, they go across each other
・Meet me at the point where the two paths cross.

◻involve in: to draw someone into a matter or problem
・Please don't involve me in this mess. 

・I didn't want to involve you in the problem we are having with the police.

◻trafficking: the business of buying and selling things such as drugs or weapons illegally. 
Someone who does this is called a trafficker.
・The son of a famous actor was arrested for drug trafficking.

◻human trafficking: the crime of moving people illegally, often to a different country, so they can 
be forced to have sex for money, or to work for little or no money
・We need legislation that specifically punishes the offense of human trafficking.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the English 
language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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